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 Save 20% to
 45% OFF*

ON MANY OF
OUR FINE LINES! 

*OFF MSRP. See Store for Details

Winter
SALES EVENT

WE'RE LOCATED IN THE FRESH MARKET SHOPPES 
890 William Hilton Pkwy., Suite 41  |  Hilton Head Island  |  South Carolina 29928-3421  |  johnkilmer.com

Welcome Home...  We  Appreciate You Buying Local!
SALE NOW THRU FEBRUARY 28TH
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Walton Dining Table    Bailey Side Chairs    Bailey Arm Chaisr    Blake Buffet

Blake Buffet

Save 20%  to 45% OFF*

ON MANY OUR FINE LINES INLCUDING...

and more!shown on the cover:  Nichole Bed    Benton Nighstand

There is no better place to spend quality time with family and friends than gathered around the dining table. 

The relaxed elegance of Camden’s Walton Dining Table, Blake Credenza and Bailey Arm and Side Chairs 

is evident in their design details–solid trestle table base, carved frames and X-backs 

with a pewter button accent on chairs, and inlay herringbone veneers on the door fronts of the credenza. 

A perfect setting to share great food, stories and laughter.

Introducing...
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Inspired by a mix of timeless English, Italian, and American designs, the Camden Collection by Century evokes a sense 

of nostalgia for places been, and vet is rich with individuality. Reinterpreted and refined classic elements are scaled 

for a new era of livable elegance with today's proportions and desire for casual living all thoughtfully considered. 

Whether your home is a tranquil waterside retreat or a breathtaking mountainside escape, 

the Camden Collection offers unique designs that can be customized to fit your own personal style.

Infinite Possibilities. Unlimited Attention.®

Sloane Sectional Series   Wilson Cocktail Table   Jacob Side Table   Charles Chairside Table
Sydney Chairs    Jacob Side Table
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With drama and mastery of storytelling, Lillian August has created an international 

lifestyle brand. Her premier collections embrace her love of color and pattern — from 

elegant archival patterns to clean edited forms, for an urban-chic style.

Pietro Console Table Lillian August Designer Classics Sofa     Custom Shop OttomanLillian August Pietro Console

Impactful Design
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Capistrano Dining Table     Smithcliff Side Chair    Smithcliff Woven Arm Chair

"Laguna Beach holds a special meaning for me. As a young designer, my very first real estate purchase was a bungalow 

in Laguna once owned by Hollywood screen legend Bette Davis. Like many of the cottages that lined the coast years 

ago, it had a timeless traditional feel without the formal trappings. The renovation taught me that design and scale are 

not mutually exclusive. Cozy spaces exude an intimacy easily lost in the grand scaling of homes today.

In developing Laguna, we were thoughtful about scale, materials, finish colors and textiles. Our goal was to achieve the 

same level of familiarity and authenticity that drew me so strongly to that seaside home. People often ask if I could own 

one home again, which would it be. Without hesitation, it would be that cozy little bungalow in Laguna Beach."

Barclay Butera

Bluebird Media Console

Strand Poster Bed    Forest Night Stand    Lagunita Bench   Beach Club Chair

Sapphire Woven

Trunk End Table Temple Square

Cocktail Table

Cozy
SPACES
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Lantern Bay Media Console    Vero Wing Chair

Siesta Key Woven King Bed     Glades Nightstand     Birkdale Bench Royal Palm Twin Louvered Headboards

Collier Night Table     Jupiter Ottoman

Gilmore Sofa     Palm Frond Chair     Preston Swivel Chair     Flagler Rectangular Marble Top Cocktail Table     Flagler End Table

Distinctive coastal designs are crafted from 

quartered mahogany veneer in a fresh, 

shell-white coloration called Caribbean 

Sands. Natural materials like leather-

wrapped rattan, raffia, braided banana leaf, 

woven Lampakanai and Santa Cruz marble 

add texture and dimension to the iconic 

signature style of Tommy Bahama Home.

Turtle Point Buffet
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41 Series Sectional 

DC26 Chair

With skill and care, we blend traditional American hand craftsmanship 

with modern manufacturing methods. The result is unparalleled 

custom-made upholstery to fit almost any need.

Made in America

75 pairs of hands contribute to each product we make. That's 75 experienced men and women whose pride, livelihood and 

reputation depend on how this one piece of furniture looks, feels, performs and lasts. When you think about it, isn't that the piece 

of furniture you want in your home?

& Style
Live in
COMFORT
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Workspace. It's where ideas take shape and inspiration becomes innovation. The design 

and configuration of this space impacts energy, productivity and creativity. Ideally, it is both 

functional and stylish, with a look that feels like... you. Bernhardt Workspace combines the 

aesthetics and principles of interior design with the functionality of a home office for a 

space that's immersive and engaged. Pieces work together with layering and flexibility.

Foundations Upholstered Bed     Nightstand    Upholstered Bench

Foundations Jolie Sofa     Cocktail Table     Side Table     Accent Table Emerson Leather Collection McKinley Chair

Foundations 6 Drawer Chest

Polk Desk     File Cabinet    Etagere    Davenport Chair

Sweet
DREAMS
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MOTION FURNITURE
THAT DOESN'T LOOK LIKE MOTION

An American
Tradition

A division of Sherrill Furniture, MotionCraft products 

have been MADE IN THE USA for over forty years 

by North Carolina craftsmen dedicated to producing 

quality upholstered, functional seating. We are 

America’s leading manufacturer of comfortably stylish 

reclining products. MotionCraft...quality and styling 

you can depend on!

The core of the MotionCraft brand is the combination of comfort, easy to use 

functionality, versatility and incredible style. Motioncraft’s innovative technology 

is paired with over 1000 fabrics and 100 leathers. It is the art of comfort with the 

spectrum of traditional to transitional style. Virtually all styles are available in 

Power and with MySeat wireless Bluetooth control.

MotionCraft’s 3 way recliners come in timeless styling with extraordinary 

comfort. Our reclining mechanism supports the 3 basic positions of recline 

seating: Fully  closed, TV and Full recline positions… just by pushing on the 

arms. When the Power option is specified, the chair supports infinite positions.

3 WAY RECLINERS

MotionCraft’s Zero Wall mechanism represents the pinnacle of comfort and

design. The mechanism supports infinite positions and is fully enclosed within 

the framework. All motion occurs internally. This allows you to place the sofa or 

chair against the wall, additional wall clearance is NOT necessary.

ZERO WALL RECLINERS
SOFAS AND SECTIONALS

MotionCraft’s Wall Prox mechanism raises the bar on comfort! Only available 

with Power, this mechanism supports infinite positions. The power recline 

function allows you to open/close the chair to any position by pressing and 

releasing the activator switch (just like your car seat).

WALL PROXIMITY RECLINERS
SOFAS AND SECTIONALS

Your Home
YOUR WAY
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Zimmerman Chair creates adaptations of Old World treasures and American antiques.

Using experience gained through many years of making solid wood furniture,

Zimmerman Chair designs furniture that is true to the past.

Skilled local Pennsylvania artisans craft each piece of this fine furniture

to meticulously create timeless, quality designs to satisfy their customers.

INTRODUCING TIMELESS OLD WORLD TREASURES

Made in America

American
CLASSICS
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*"TREND" LEATHER
**Powered

Our vision is to create and deliver products that offer an exceptional combination of comfort,

quality and unsurpassed value. The human body is the pattern for every piece of our furniture.

We study the human body so we can develop and deliver furniture for daily use that balances creative

design with comfort, health, ergonomics and space efficiency.

Built for Comfort and Quality

Explore Peerless Comfort by IMG
Our exquisite attention to detail and old world craftsmanship

delivers ultimate relaxation made just for you.

Truxon Credenza

Come closer to Mélange®, and you will discover something unexpected. An eclectic blending of 

colors, textures, and materials in a vibrant collection of one-of-a-kind artistic pieces, Mélange® 

is meant to inspire you and fuel an experience of self discovery, inspiring a renaissance in 

your home. Each piece of Mélange® has its own story. The designs are versatile and timeless, 

easily transcending from one life stage to the next, from home to home and generation to 

generation. The three style themes of Mélange® - Modern/Classic, Pretty/Feminine and Eclectic 

– will help you identify and define your own individual style

MÉLANGE
®

F U R N I T U R E
HOO K E R®
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Truly a 
1-stop-shopping & 
design experience 

for every room.
of your home.

We provide professional,
award winning 

interior design services.

Our team of talented 
interior designers 

can truly transform
your dreams into reality.

ALL DONE IN FIVE EASY STEPS!

THE
HOUSE CALL2IT STARTS WITH 

A RELATIONSHIP1

THE
PRESENTATION4BACK AT

THE STORE3 5 THE
REVEAL

DESIGN SERVICES

Our design teams will 
transform your rooms 
from the ground 
up.  Incorporating 
color, texture and 
balance to give you 
a complete “wow 
factor” reveal.

HAND
MADE
RUGS



POSTMASTER PLEASE DELIVER BY JANUARY 23TH, 2023

KilmerWinter_2023 *OFF MSRP. See Store for Details

and more!

SAVE 20%  to 45% OFF*

ON MANY OF OUR FINE LINES! 
Now thru February 28th

Fresh Market Shoppes
890 William Hilton Pkwy. | Suite 41
Hilton Head Island
South Carolina 29928-3421

Phone (843) 785-2227  |  johnkilmer.com

Hours: Tues- Fri  10am - 4:30pm  |  Saturdays 10am - 3pm
Mondays by Appointment

Bernhardt Linea Media Console


